


































Attachment A Action Codes Associated with WeCARE

APPLICANTS PARTICIPANTS

Initial Referral to WeCARE BPS initiated.
968W 168W

SASC Referral to WeCARE BPS initiated.
968U 168U

Individual from SASC requiring a 
medical assessment

SA CM Referral to WeCARE BPS initiated.
968I 168I

SA case management vendor referral 
to WeCARE.

New and acute medical condition Vendor will enter action codes to 
indicate the need for a medical for a 
new and acute condition. NA 168C

Fair hearing returns applicant to 
WeCARE NA 16FH

Fair hearing resolves issue.

WeCARE completion of the BPS Vendor enters action codes to 
indicate completion of BPS. 969B 169B

WeCARE Referral to CASAC Vendor refers individual non SA 
identified to WeCARE CASAC. 968F 168F

WeCARE return from CASAC
96WC 16WC

CASAC refers individual back to 
WeCARE vendor.

BPS II completed
969T 169T

Specialty exam completed.

WeCARE return appointment for  
BPS outcome/CSP

Vendor meets with individual to 
discuss BPS outcome and CSP. 969R 169R

Applicant return appointment to Job 
Center 968R N/A

Applicant is fully employable and 
keeps return appointment to JC.

Consent for disclosure signed
16WS 16WS

Consent for disclosure declined
16WD 16WD

Vendor will not have access to 
NYCWAY for these individuals.

WeCARE DVE initiated Vendor initiates Diagnostic 
Vocational Evaluation (DVE). 969D 169D

WeCARE Wellness Plan extended
NA 169G

ISSUE VENDOR ACTION ACTION CODE COMMENTS
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Attachment A Action Codes Associated with WeCARE

APPLICANTS PARTICIPANTS
ISSUE VENDOR ACTION ACTION CODE COMMENTS

WeCARE appointment to file 
appilcation for Federal Disability 
Benefits

Vendor helps individual complete 
application for SSI/SSDI.

968H 168H
WeCARE Disability benefits 
application initiated

Vendor initiates application for 
SSI/SSDI. 969S 169S

SSI/SSDI application filed.

WeCARE Vocational Rehabilitation 
Services (VRS) initiated

Vendor initiates VRS.
NA 169E

WeCARE CSP has been completed Vendor will enter action codes to 
indicate completion of the CSP. 969C 169C

Vendor will schedule the next 
appropriate step based on the CSP.

Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan is 
initiated

Vendor will enter action codes to 
indicate that a Wellness/ 
Rehabilitation Plan is initiated. 969W 169W

WeCARE Referral for special 
assessment

Refer for a Special Assessment via 
the EP. Action Codes will post in 
NYCWAY. 991S 191A

WeCARE Referral to the Job Center Vendor will refer individual for 
appointment slot at Job Center.

986J 168J

To return applicant to Job Center if 
the BPS assessment is completed 
before scheduled return appt.

WeCARE Specialty exam 
appointment

Vendor will enter action codes to 
indicate a specialty exam 
appointment. 969A 169A

WeCARE Specialty exam complete 
(BPS II)

Vendor will enter action codes in 
NYCWAY to indicate the specialty 
exam is complete. 969T 169T

WeCARE initial appointment 
cancelled

968X 168X

FIA Worker will use these codes to 
cancel the initial WeCARE 
appointment.

WeCARE initial appointment 
rescheduled

Vendor or FIA worker can reschedule 
the initial appointment.

968W 168W
WeCARE outreach cancelled

968Y 168Y

Outreach initiated in error.
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Attachment A Action Codes Associated with WeCARE

APPLICANTS PARTICIPANTS
ISSUE VENDOR ACTION ACTION CODE COMMENTS

WeCARE outreach successful

168G 168G

Action Code will stop infraction from 
being posted in NYCWAY.

Referral for Wellness/Rehabilitation Vendor enters action codes to 
indicate a referral for a 
Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan. 968B 168B

Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan is 
initiated

Vendor enters action codes to 
indicate initiation of the 
Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan. 969W 169W

Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan is 
completed

Vendor enters action codes to 
indicate the Wellness/Rehabilitation 
Plan is complete. 969V 169V

SSI/SSDI application is initiated Vendor enters action codes to 
indicate SSI/SSDI application 
initiated. 969S 169S

WeCARE referral to SASC for 
CASAC

Vendor enters action codes for 
WeCARE enrolled particioant to be 
assessed by CASAC at SASC.

915G 193G
Referral for Vocational Rehabilitation 
Services (VRS)

Vendor enters action codes to 
indicate a referral for VRS.

968V 168V
Failure to Report (FTR) to initial 
WeCARE appointment (BPS phase I)

System-generated

469B 468B

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of the FAD, the FTR code 
will autopost.

Failure to Comply (FTC) with initial 
WeCARE appointment (BPS phase I)

System-generated

469K 468K

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of the FAD, the FTC code 
will autopost.

FTR to the disability 
assessment/appeal process 

System-generated

469D 468D

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of the FAD, the FTR code 
will autopost.

FTC with the disability 
assessment/appeal process

System-generated

469E 468E

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of the FAD, the FTC code 
will autopost.
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Attachment A Action Codes Associated with WeCARE

APPLICANTS PARTICIPANTS
ISSUE VENDOR ACTION ACTION CODE COMMENTS

Outreach efforts to contact 
applicants/participants who FTR/FTC 
with WeCARE appointment

Vendor enters action codes to initiate 
outreach efforts. 

168O (FTR)
168D (FTC)

168O (FTR)
168D (FTC)

Outreach can be a telephone call, 
letter or home visit by the case 
manager, as appropriate.

FTC with VRS appointment System-generated

968V 468V

If outreach is not successful, 
infraction code will autopost in 
NYCWAY to begin sanctions 
process.

FTR to Vocational Rehabilitation 
Services

System-generated

968U 468U

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of FAD, code will post in 
NYCWAY to begin sanctions 
process.

FTR to specialty exam appointment System-generated

469S 468S

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of FAD, infraction code will 
autopost in NYCWAY. 

FTC with WeCARE specialty medical 
exam (BPS phase II)

System-generated

469H 468H

If outreach is not successful by 
expiration of FAD, infraction code will 
autopost in NYCWAY.

FTR to Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan System-generated
469W 468W

If outreach is not successful, 
infraction code will autopost.

FTC with Wellness/Rehabilitation 
Plan

System-generated
469C 468C

If outreach is not successful, 
infraction code will autopost.

Assigned to WeCARE WEP
NA 172P

Assigned to WeCARE job search
NA 172N

Assigned to WeCARE job training
NA 172T

Assigned to WeCARE Education
NA 172E

WeCARE Assignment termination
NA 172X
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Attachment A Action Codes Associated with WeCARE

APPLICANTS PARTICIPANTS
ISSUE VENDOR ACTION ACTION CODE COMMENTS

Wellness Plan extension cancelled
NA 16XX

WeCARE job placement
169J 169J

WeCARE Return to Job Center The vendor will reschedule the return 
appt. to the JC, as appropriate 968J NA

If the WeCARE assessment is not 
complete by expiration of FAD.
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Attachment B WeCARE Functional Capacity Outcomes

OUTCOME *ACTION CODE 
APPLICANTS

*ACTION CODE 
PARTICIPANTS DESCRIPTION ES 

CODE VENDOR ACTION COMMENTS

Employable - No 
Limitations

968E 168E Individuals 
determined to have 
no limitations that 
affect employability

20 Complete EP; advise the 
individual to keep the return 
appointment with the Job 
Center.

When the applicant/participant returns to 
the Job Center, the JOS is responsible for 
assigning the appropriate work activities.

Employable with 
Medical Limitations 
that Require 
Minimal 
Accommodations

968M 168M Individuals who can 
participate in work 
activities if minimal 
accommodations are 
provided to address 
their medical or 
mental health 
conditions

16 1.  Update the EP to reflect a 
referral for a DVE.
2.  After completion of the 
DVE/IPE, the vendor will 
again update the EP to 
indicate the results of testing 
and that the individual will 
receive vocational 
rehabilitation services.
3.  The vendor will then 
complete the EP and assign 
the individual to the 
appropriate combination of 
vocational rehabilitation 
activities outlined in the IPE.

These services include, but are not limited 
to, a work experience program (WEP), HRA-
approved training program, Education 
(Adult Basic Education [ABE] or English as 
a Second Language [ESL] classes); or Job 
Search.  Participants whose medical/mental 
health conditions require a reduction in 
hours will have their work-required hours 
adjusted.  Individuals in vocational 
rehabilitation may remain in WeCARE for 
up to one year after completion of the IPE.  
Action Code 169I identifies completion of 
the IPE.

* These codes are entered by the vendor in NYCWAY to indicate WeCARE Functional Outcome 1



Attachment B WeCARE Functional Capacity Outcomes

OUTCOME *ACTION CODE 
APPLICANTS

*ACTION CODE 
PARTICIPANTS DESCRIPTION ES 

CODE VENDOR ACTION COMMENTS

Employable with 
Limitations 
Requiring 
Vocational 
Rehabilitation 
and/or Specialized 
Supports

968L 168L Individuals enrolled in 
vocational 
rehabilitation will be 
engaged in 
concurrent 
rehabilitation and 
work activities 
depending on the 
outcome of the IPE

16 1.  Update the EP to reflect a 
referral for a DVE.
2.  After completion of the 
DVE/IPE, the vendor will 
again update the EP to 
indicate the results of testing 
and that the individual will 
receive vocational 
rehabilitation services.
3.  The vendor will then 
complete the EP and assign 
the individual to the 
appropriate combination of 
vocational rehabilitation 
activities outlined in the IPE.

These services include, but are not limited 
to, a work experience program (WEP), HRA-
approved training program, Education 
(Adult Basic Education [ABE] or English as 
a Second Language [ESL] classes); or Job 
Search.  Participants whose medical/mental 
health conditions require a reduction in 
hours will have their work-required hours 
adjusted.  Individuals in vocational 
rehabilitation may remain in WeCARE for 
up to one year after completion of the IPE.  
Action Code 169I identifies completion of 
the IPE.

Referrals to HASA Individuals who test 
positive for HIV

16 Indivduals who test HIV 
positive and meet the 
HIV/AIDS Services 
Administration (HASA) 
medical criteria have the 
option of being referred to 
HASA or continuing to be 
serviced by FIA/CAS.

HIV-positive individuals who have been 
deemed nonexempt/employable are subject 
to sanctions if there is a failure to comply. 
Individuals deemed exempt should have 
their case denied/closed for FTC because 
they are unemployable and not complying 
with the resource requirement.

* These codes are entered by the vendor in NYCWAY to indicate WeCARE Functional Outcome 2



Attachment B WeCARE Functional Capacity Outcomes

OUTCOME *ACTION CODE 
APPLICANTS

*ACTION CODE 
PARTICIPANTS DESCRIPTION ES 

CODE VENDOR ACTION COMMENTS

Temporarily 
Unemployable/ 
Requiring a 
Wellness/ 
Rehabilitation Plan

968T 168T Individuals with a 
medical and/or 
psychiatric 
condition(s) that are 
untreated or unstable

41 Complete the EP and 
monitor the individual's 
compliance with treatment.

The plan requires that the individual attend 
treatment and follow his/her own doctor's 
recommendations.  If the individual does 
not have a doctor, the WeCARE vendor will 
help the individual identify one and help 
him/her schedule an appointment.  The 
individual is initially given up to three 
months to attend and comply with treatment 
in order to resolve or improve his/her 
medical condition.  However, the Plan can 
be extended if more time is required to 
stabilize the condition.
Note:  Individuals in Applicant status who are 
determined to require WeCARE service will be 
assigned by the vendor to participate in a WeCARE 
Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan, pending case 
acceptance.  The Wellness/Rehabilitation Plan must 
be signed by the applicant and in place in order to 
require mandatory compliance with the Plan.  A line 
closing/rejection will be initiated for noncompliance on 
multiperson cases.

* These codes are entered by the vendor in NYCWAY to indicate WeCARE Functional Outcome 3



Attachment B WeCARE Functional Capacity Outcomes

OUTCOME *ACTION CODE 
APPLICANTS

*ACTION CODE 
PARTICIPANTS DESCRIPTION ES 

CODE VENDOR ACTION COMMENTS

Unable to Work : 
Apply for SSI/SSDI

968S 168S Individuals 
determined 
unemployable due to 
medical conditions, 
thus potentially 
eligible for 
Supplemental 
Security Income (SSI) 
or Social Security 
Disability Insurance 
(SSDI)

43 The WeCARE vendor will 
help the individual file an 
application for the 
appropriate Federal Disability 
Benefits.

If an individual's application is denied, s/he 
will have the option of assigning a worker 
from the DAU as the Authorized 
Representative (AR).  If the initial 
application is denied, the DAU will be 
notified by the Social Security 
Administration (SSA) and can begin the 
appeal process.  The vendors will monitor 
the status of applicants/participants in 
WeCARE who initially apply for SSI/SSDI.  
DAU will monitor the appeal process and 
contact the WeCARE vendor's liaison if a 
participant FTR/FTC with an appeal 
requirement.

* These codes are entered by the vendor in NYCWAY to indicate WeCARE Functional Outcome 4



WWeellllnneessss,,  CCoommpprreehheennssiivvee  
AAsssseessssmmeenntt,,  RReehhaabbiilliittaattiioonn  

AAnndd  EEmmppllooyymmeenntt  
(WWeeCCAARREE) 

Our Mission 
WeCARE is a program designed to help 
you reach your potential.  Our biggest 
concern is your well-being and we want 
to help you reach your goals.  
Customized services make WeCARE 
unique.  The Program is committed to 
you because we care! 

 
What to Expect at WeCARE 

WeCARE is organized to provide 
services for you, whatever your level 
of ability.  We will assess your medical 
conditions and get you the services 
you need to help you reach your 
potential.  WeCARE connects you to a 
range of services from medical 
referrals to job training and 
placement based on your interests and 
abilities. 
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The Steps 
 

1. First, you will receive an 
assessment to identify medical or 
other issues that may affect your 
ability to participate in HRA work-
related activities. 

2. We will develop with you a 
customized plan based on the 
results of the assessment to meet 
your needs. 

3. Depending on your plan, you may:  

 Obtain treatment to improve     
your health conditions and 
progress toward wellness.  

  Be given specialized  
employment services including 
providing a work setting that 
accommodates your limitations.  

 Receive assistance in applying 
for disability benefits to which 
you may be eligible. 

4.   To help you be successful, we will 
work with you to monitor your 
progress. 

5.   Once you get a job, we will make 
sure you get the supports you 
need to keep it, while continuing 
to help you reach your potential. 

 

Services Available 

WeCARE has many available 
services to help you succeed.   
Some of these are: 
 
 Linkage to medical care 

 Case management 

 Assistance with legal problems 

 Help with family problems and 

childcare 

 Improving English language 

skills 

 Job skills training 

 Education 

 Specialized work activities 

 Resume preparation 

 Job placement services 

 Retention Services 

 Assistance with applying for  

Disability Benefits (SSI, SSDI) 

HRA Form W-331 


